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Making a desert elevation hex is done just the same
way a European elevation hex is made with a just a few
differences. Desert terrain clearly shows how the
fundamentals of the Terrain Maker system an produce
accurate and wide varying terrain types.

Making a Desert Elevation Hex
Materials
• 1 pack 1” (TM3)  or 1-1/2” (TM4) hexes
• 1 pack 1/2” (TM1) hexes
• straight edge
• pencil
• sharp hobby knife
• jig or hack saw, or jeweler’s saw
• tan flat latex interior paint *
• brown acrylic paint ** 
(dilute with water for dark wash)
• white glue
• 1” paint brush ***
• smaller brush ***
• foam ground cover (I used mostly TMA6, TMA11)

The Terrain Maker
elevation system is
based on three basic
cuts shown below. We
will illustrate making
the #3 cut, but the same

techniques also apply to cuts #1 and #2.

1. To make cut #3 take a TM3 or TM4 hex and scribe
a pencil line on top along three connected edges.

2. At each end of the pencil line, use a straight edge to
scribe a diagonal line from the top corner of the
vertical side to its bottom corner.

3. On the bottom of the hex, draw a line connecting the
two points marked by the diagonals drawn on the
vertical hex sides.

4. Place the saw blade on one of the diagonal lines and
begin your cut. As you saw through keep the blade
inside the pencil marks on the top and bottom of the
hex to leave a bit of edge around the top. Do not saw
into an unmarked hex side. Exit the saw blade exactly
on the opposite diagonal mark.

5. Now you have one piece that is smaller than the
other. Take the smaller piece and flip it over.
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6. Decide what type of terrain your hex is representing.
For a gentle slope, smooth the cut surface with fine
sandpaper. 

7. Smear an even layer of white glue to the bottom of
the cut hex and glue to a 1/2” (TM1) hex, being sure
the hex edges are aligned.

8. Paint the top and sides of the hex with the tan latex
paint. Allow to dry.

9. Randomly dab the dark brown wash on the hex
surface and blend the edges by scrubbing with a
coarse small coarse paint brush.

10. Dab white glue on the sloped hex surface and
apply ground foam for desert scrub. Tap the hex to
remove excess foam. Allow to dry. 

Keeping your starting
and exiting cuts on
the diagonal allows
you to abut any cut
elevation slope to
another to form one
continuous slope.

Create low, rolling desert using these techniques, but
substitute 1” (TM1) hexes for the TM3 or TM4 hexes.

Making a Rough Elevation Hex
Elevations are more than just “high ground.” The
steepness and condition of the slope are critical in
determining the type of troops and equipment needed
for defense or an assault.

Refer to “Making a Desert Elevation Hex” for a list of
materials. Follow steps 1 through 5. When you get to
step 6, instead of just leaving the cut surface as is or

sanding it, pick at the slope with your thumbnail or
hobby knife.

The nature of the raw styrofoam will represent
boulders. Be sure to not effect the angle you have cut
into the side of your elevation hex. Finish the hex
following steps 7 through 10 in “Making a Desert
Elevation Hex.”

Making a Desert Ridge or Dune Hex
Materials
• 1 pack 1/4” (TM2) hexes
• 1 pack 1/2” (TM1) hexes
• metric ruler
• pencil
• hobby knife
• white glue
• tan flat latex interior paint *
• brown acrylic paint **

(dilute with water for dark wash)
• 1”–2” paint brush ***
• small paint brush ***
• foam ground cover (I used mostly TMA6, TMA11)
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What’s a desert without dunes? If you have made
stream or wadi hexes, most of this process will be
familiar to you already! 

1. At the bottom of one side of a TM2 hex, measure
and mark with pencil 1-1/2 cm inward from each edge.
Repeat on the hex side directly opposite.

2. At the top of the hex side, measure and mark with
pencil 1 cm inward from each edge. 

3. With a straight edge draw two diagonal lines to
connect the marks on the bottom and top of each 
hex side.

4. On the top of the hex, sketch out the ridge shape
connecting the marks from one side of the hex to the
marks on the other side. 

Note that even though the ridge may curve within the
hex, as long as it enters and exits on opposite sides, it
functions as a straight ridge. 

For a bend in the
ridge, make the
exit one or two
sides over from
the end of the
ridge, instead
making the exit at
the opposite side.

5. To begin your cut, align the hobby knife blade on a
diagonal. As you cut through the hex, the angle of the
cut may vary, but the blade must exit the hex exactly
on the opposite diagonal. This makes a standard ridge
contour to connect each hex.

Of the three resulting hex pieces, the middle piece will
make your ridge. (Save the two side pieces to make a
wadi hex as shown in the September-October 
2014 Tac News.)

6. Smear an even layer of white glue on the bottom of
the ridge and affix to a 1/2” (TM1) hex. Make sure the
ends of the ride align with the sides of the base hex.
Allow to dry thoroughly.

7. Smooth the upper surface with the hobby knife and
sandpaper.

Finish the hex following steps 7 through 10 in
“Making a Desert Elevation Hex.”
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What�s New from GHQ?  

December 2014 releases!

1/285th Scale Micro Armour®

M977 HEMMT, Armoured
N579  4/pk  $9.95

1/285th Scale Micro Armour®

T-72 TUSK
W101  5/pk  $9.95

1/285th Scale Micro Armour®

WWII US Marine Heavy Weapons
US104  50+/pk  $9.95

1/285th Scale Micro Armour®

Challenger 2 (TES)
N578  5/pk  $9.95

1/2400th Scale Micronauts®

CL Katori
IJN54  1/pk  $9.95

1/285th Scale 
Micro Armour®

Tupolev SB
AC104  1/pk  $9.95

Photos not
to scale

coming soon
1/285th Scale WWII US Micro Armour - Corbit 50SD6 Cargo Truck

1/285th Scale Modern US Micro Armour - Skyraider A1E

1/285th Scale Modern French Micro Armour - Marmon S.U.M.B.

1/2400th Scale WWII US Micronauts - CVE9 Bogue

1/2400th Scale Modern Japanese Micronauts - DDG Takanami Class

Place your order through our convenient secure website: www.ghqmodels.com

GHQ, 28100 Woodside Road, Shorewood, Minnesota, 55331  USA

1/285th Scale Micro Armour®

WWII US Marine Infantry
US103  60+/pk  $9.95

1/2400th Scale Micronauts®

“Hog Island” Type A, Design 1022
USN89  1/pk  $9.95

1/285th Scale Micro Armour®

CV90105
N577  5/pk  $9.95


